Dollars and Sense of Building Rehabilitation
Friday August 8, 2014
Waldo Peppers
411 S Main St, Findlay, OH 45840
Findlay, OH

9:00  Registration

9:30  Welcome  Mayor Mihalik

9:45  Engaging Community Partners  Craig Gossman

10:30  Break

10:45  A Building Owners Story  Steve Coon

11:30  Structuring the Deal  Don Longwell

12:30  Lunch  Mr. Muddle

1:20  State Rep Robert Sprague

1:30  Architectural Team & Chapter 34  Elizabeth Murphy

2:15  Architectural Review  Nathan Bevil
Ohio Historic Preservation Office

3:00  Break

3:15  Ohio Historic Tax Credits  Nathaniel Kaelin
Ohio Development Services Agency

4:00  Round Table Consultations

4:30  Optional Tour- Findlay Tax Credit Projects